WHAT GIVES US IMPETUS

RISING
HIGH
Thomas Hildebrandt initially followed a
very academic path: school qualifications, degree,
doctorate. Then he discovered simulation,
programmed software and set up his own business.
Ever since then, he has been devoting himself
to rotating flows – such as the airflows found in
engines, turbochargers and turbines.
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Hildebrandt. ‘But finding time for my leisure activities is not
always that easy. I’m probably no different to anybody else
in that respect.’
Hildebrandt is founder and managing director of Numeca, the
German subsidiary of Numeca Int. S.A., a company that develops
and markets software for CFD simulation. From the picturesque little town of Altdorf, near Nuremburg, he and his ten
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employees manage an area that not only encompasses Germany, Austria and Switzerland, but also the Czech Republic and
faraway South Africa. With the help of software, his customers can calculate rotating flows in turbomachinery, includ-
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his role as scientific assistant at the Institute for Jet Propulsion,
part of the Bundeswehr University in Munich. While his colleagues
continued to use classic measurement techniques, he was
the only one working on introducing and establishing new
simulation tools. ‘When I became aware of the big opportunities presented by simulation, I began to write my own software tools,’ reports Hildebrandt. ‘I worked on my doctoral
studies during the day and programmed at night.’
This did not prevent him from successfully being awarded his
doctorate in 1998 under the aegis of Professor Leonhard Fottner.
However, pursuing an academic career at the university was no
longer an option for him. Hildebrandt’s entrepreneurial instinct
had been roused and before completing his studies he founded
a small company and presented his self-written software to
potential customers, such as manufacturers of aircraft engines
and turbochargers. The success was so promising that he
founded the German subsidiary of Numeca in 1997 as the sole
shareholder.
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How do
flow forces
affect
a structure?

my time at the Institute for Jet Propulsion and I knew that I
would be able to get a good overview of the German research
landscape and meet colleagues and customers here.’ Hildebrandt currently chairs two working groups: the ‘blade forces’
working group, which is concerned with how flow forces affect
structures, and the ‘advanced transonic compressor’ working
group, which looks at how numerical processes can optimise
a compressor for a specific purpose.
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Photo: With the gliding model
and when developing simulation tools,
it’s all about the right airflow.
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